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˗ౡ!
ᗞϪ!
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гྭᇨҼҮͲẮኍ̃Ăๆྼۯ
֎ᄫă

ԓć̜ۨແ!
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ๆྼۯᄱĂۨۨĂۨۨĄ˱
֯ోߎۨă

Ҋࠦᄱڀۨ!
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˟˗̶౺༧Ăವߎг͞Ќ̜ˬ౺
༧ĂѢࠣᆂেఌă
˗࿄ΜĂ˗˪ּĄвݑϕᅇܛфă

5

͞ᐜΌּĂ͞ᐜཡˬĂަᕨ٘Ό̜вă

6

ࢱݐؿዱĂ˪ЧΓᖻĂ̘ҜᖻĂ҂Ͷ
ܓЯᖻҕࣦྼă
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Ѯؿోڪও྅߸Ăও̘ݑ႔ĄѮଁڪҢఌ
߸Ă̩ᕨᔗҢఌĄ

8

༰֯˟ဓĥٔҮ༰ێ႔ѢӦͺĦ˟̘
ਔᄱႼĄி࠺Ă࠺̘Ă҄Ă̘֕ă
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̎Ѣ֯ĂޡτВѢĄ̎ҕ֯ĂޡτВ
ҕĄ͞Ќ̜ˬ֬ັ֯ă
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੍ Ѣ ˗ Ѕ ֯ ˟ ਔ  ල ᄱ Ăహ ߎ ັ  Ą ֣
ۡĂгԦࣆͼ݇ʹĂќ̎Ѣ˝ă

11

̎࿄ʹĂ˟ੂنĂּʹĂޡ
ּنੂ̘˴˟ă

їವۨ!
12

ԦๆྼۯгྭᇨҼҮ࿄ͼґДͲă

Title
1:1 The words of the Teacher, the son of David, king

in Jerusalem:

Introduction: Utter Futility
1:2 “Futile! Futile!” laments the Teacher,
“Absolutely futile! Everything is futile!”

Futility Illustrated from Nature
1:3 What benefit do people get from all the effort

which they expend on earth?

1:4 A generation comes and a generation goes,

but the earth remains the same through the ages.
1:5 The sun rises and the sun sets,
it hurries away to a place from which it rises again.
1:6 The wind goes to the south and circles around to
the north,
round and round the wind goes and on its rounds it
returns.
1:7 All the streams flow into the sea, but the sea is
not full,
and to the place where the streams flow, there they
will flow again.
1:8 All this monotony is tiresome; no one can bear to
describe it:
The eye is never satisfied with seeing, nor is the ear
ever content with hearing.
1:9 What exists now is what will be,
and what has been done is what will be done;
there is nothing truly new on earth.
1:10 Is there anything about which someone can say,
“Look at this! It is new!”?
It was already done long ago, before our time.
1:11 No one remembers the former events,
nor will anyone remember the events that are yet to
happen;
they will not be remembered by the future generations.

Futility of Secular Accomplishment
1:12 I, the Teacher, have been king over Israel in Je-

rusalem.
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Ԧ͔ϠഁᇉՏߣվ͆ˬ٘Ү̶˗
֯Ă˛ۡ! য়Χʹ˟٘གĂߎແࢥ
౺ࡳă

14

Ԧ͞Ќ̜ˬ٘Ү̶֯˗ĂోߎۨĂ
ోߎॎࢱă
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ᝇѠ̘ਔណ۠Ą̘৾͋ਔ֕ᇳă

ᓏڀۨ!
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Ԧ͔྅ᛈኡĂᄱĂԦ૿˝́ഁᇉĂ౻࿄Ԧ
ͼ݇гྭᇨҼா˟Ą҂ͶԦ͔̙йག
፡ഁᇉĂۡᙉ֯ă

17

Ԧ˪͔၄ڀഁᇉĂղмĂߍĄ˛ۡ
హ˴ߎॎࢱă
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ЮࠍйѢഁᇉĂವйѢຒĄΏᆦۡᙉ
ĂವΏᆦᇍ๊ă
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1:13 I decided to carefully and thoroughly examine
all that has been accomplished on earth.
I concluded: God has given people a burdensome
task
that keeps them occupied.
1:14 I reflected on everything that is accomplished
by man on earth,
and I concluded: Everything he has accomplished is
futile—like chasing the wind!
1:15 What is bent cannot be straightened,
and what is missing cannot be supplied.

Futility of Secular Wisdom
1:16 I thought to myself,
“I have become much wiser than any of my predecessors who ruled over Jerusalem;
I have acquired much wisdom and knowledge.”
1:17 So I decided to discern the benefit of wisdom
and knowledge over foolish behavior and ideas;
however, I concluded that even this endeavor is like
trying to chase the wind!
1:18 For with great wisdom comes great frustration;
whoever increases his knowledge merely increases
his heartache.

˞ౡ!
ᓁଏۨ!
1

Ԧ͔྅ᄱĂּቩĂԦͼಇሃྎྎүĂүп
ֲĄአۡĂహ˴ߎۨă
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Ԧᆭ৮ᄱĂహߎղмĄኡಇሃᄱĂѢҢ
ΐज़ă
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Ԧ͔྅၄վĂсҢϠ੦ָԦ҆លධၯĂԦ
͔ͼ̩ݑഁᇉ͓ጰԦĄ˪сҢҜߍĂ
ඇԦ࠺˟ʹڀĂг͆ˬ˗ϟ༉ҕҢ֯ࠍ
࡙ă

ರۨ!
4

ԦࠍҊ̍છ́̌ൿĂޘృٖގĂॹཫ
Ă

5

࣑ృݪĂгॹ̙Цᇸ͡ڌፗĂ

6

ృͩѯĂϠͼሒံ̇ፗ͡Ą

Futility of Self-Indulgent Pleasure
2:1 I thought to myself,
“Come now, I will try self-indulgent pleasure to see
if it is worthwhile.”
But I found that it also is futile.
2:2 I said of partying, “It is folly,”
and of self-indulgent pleasure, “It accomplishes
nothing!”
2:3 I thought deeply about the effects of indulging
myself with wine—
the whole time my mind was guiding me with wisdom—
and the effects of behaving foolishly,
so that I might discover what is profitable
for people to do on earth during the few days of their
lives.

Futility of Materialism
2:4 I increased my possessions:

I built houses for myself;
I planted vineyards for myself.
2:5 I designed royal gardens and parks for myself,
and I planted all kinds of fruit trees in them.
2:6 I constructed pools of water for myself,
to irrigate my grove of flourishing trees.
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Ԧෳ˝ဈĂ˴Ѣϟгच̙ဈĄ˪Ѣ
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హᇸĂԦವ͞ٽĂ౻࿄ͼ݇гྭᇨ
Ҽா˟ĄԦഁᇉ̩фă
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˱Ԧி٘ՏĂԦ՞Ѣˬ̘ඛĄԦ
͔٘ሃĂԦ՞Ѣ༯ֲ̘ͣץĄЮԦ
͔ࠍԦ˗̶٘౺༧ԢሃĄహವߎԦଁ౺
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ּޡԦ၄࠺Ԧ͗٘གᒈ̶֯˗ĂԦ౺
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г͞Ќ̜ˬ୭েఌă

ഁᇉ౻࿄ߍ!
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Ԧᖻ࠺៌نഁᇉĂղмĂߍĄгͲͼ
ޡ҂ּ˟ĂᔗਔҮҮࠣᆂĄ˴̘࿄ҕ
ќЏ٘ҕವߎ˝ă
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Ԧ࠺ܭΌഁᇉ౻࿄ߍĂсСЌڀ౻࿄แ
າă
14 ഁᇉ˟ிϪЌڀĂĥЌ͚ࣦڀҮгᐜ
ˮĦĂߍ˟гแາ྅ҕĄԦڀ࠺ݑѢ˗
Ѕ֯Ăహඇ˟ోτ࿂ă
15

Ԧವ͔྅ᄱĂߍ˟٘࿂ĂԦ˴τ࿂
ĄԦࠍҢԿѢഁᇉĄԦ͔྅ᄱĂహ˴
ߎۨă

16

ഁᇉ˟Ăߍ˟˗ᇸĂϕᅇ˟ੂنĄ
Юࠍ͞ోޡఛԝੂĄΝለഁᇉ˟ѩ˷Ăᄂ
ߍ˟லă

17

Ԧ٘ͼޫೊϟĂЮࠍг͞Ќ̜ˬ٘ҕ
֯ԦోͼࠍೖĄోߎۨĂోߎॎࢱă
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2:7 I purchased male and female slaves,
and I owned slaves who were born in my house;
I also possessed more livestock—both herds and
flocks—
than any of my predecessors in Jerusalem.
2:8 I also amassed silver and gold for myself,
as well as valuable treasures taken from kingdoms
and provinces.
I acquired male singers and female singers for myself,
as well as what gives man sensual delight—a harem
of beautiful concubines.
2:9 So I was more wealthy than all my predecessors
in Jerusalem,
yet I maintained my objectivity:
2:10 I did not hold myself back from getting whatever I wanted,
I did not deny myself anything that would bring me
pleasure.
So all my accomplishments gave me joy,
this was my reward for all my effort.
2:11 Yet when I reflected on everything I had accomplished
and on all the effort that I had expended to accomplish it,
I concluded: “All these achievements and possessions are ultimately profitless—
like chasing the wind!
There is nothing gained from them on earth.”

Wisdom is Better than Folly
2:12 Next, I decided to consider wisdom, as well as

foolish behavior and ideas.
For what more can the king’s successor do, except
what he has already done?
2:13 I realized that wisdom is preferable to folly,
just as light is preferable to darkness:
2:14 The wise man can see where he is going, but the
fool walks in darkness.
Yet I also realized that the same fate happens to
them both.
2:15 So I thought to myself, “The fate of the fool will
happen even to me!
Then what did I gain by becoming so excessively
wise?”
So I lamented to myself,
“The benefits of wisdom are ultimately meaningless!”
2:16 For the wise man, like the fool, will not be remembered for very long,
because in the days to come, both will already have
been forgotten.
Alas, the wise man dies—just like the fool!
2:17 So I loathed life because what happens on earth
seems awful to me;
for all the benefits of wisdom are futile—like chasing the wind.
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˟г͞Ќ̜ˬ౺༧͔Ăг˗̶౺༧
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Юࠍ͞͞ᇍᇊ౺ࡳїࠍຒĄఽ
ภ͔˴̘шĄహ˴ߎۨă

ֲץ౺༧ڌज़!
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˟ఁૺсಘ಄ĂͶг౺༧ֲ̙ĄԦ࠺హ
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ኡוಘϠĂֲĂአਔ౻࿄Ԧă
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Futility of Being A Workaholic
2:18 So I loathed all the fruit of my effort,
for which I worked so hard on earth,
because I must leave it behind in the hands of my
successor.
2:19 Who knows if he will be a wise man or a fool?
Yet he will be master over all the fruit of my labor
for which I worked so wisely on earth!
This also is futile!
2:20 So I began to despair about all the fruit of my
labor
for which I worked so hard on earth.
2:21 For a man may do his work with wisdom,
knowledge, and skill;
however, he must hand over the fruit of his labor as
an inheritance
to someone else who did not work for it.
This also is futile, and an awful injustice!

Painful Days and Restless Nights
2:22 What does a man acquire from all his labor
and from the anxiety that accompanies his toil on
earth?
2:23 For all day long his work produces pain and
frustration,
and even at night his mind cannot relax!
This also is futile!

Enjoy Work and its Benefits
2:24 There is nothing better for people than to eat

and drink,
and to find enjoyment in their work.
I also perceived that this ability to find enjoyment
comes from God.
2:25 For no one can eat and drink
or experience joy apart from him.
2:26 For to the one who pleases him, God gives wisdom, knowledge, and joy,
but to the sinner, he gives the task of amassing
wealth—
only to give it to the one who pleases God.
This task of the wicked is futile—like chasing the
wind!

˫ౡ!
༰֯ోѢ؟ॠ!
1

˱֯ోѢ؟ആĂ͆ˬ༰ઙోѢ؟ॠĄ

2

ϟѢॠĂѩѢॠĄॹѢॠĂ٤Ό٘ॹ
Ă˴ѢॠĄ

3

୬ᇛѢॠĂᗀڻѢॠĄٴ໐ѢॠĂޘృѢ
ॠĄ

A Time for All Events in Life
3:1 For everything there is an appointed time,
and an appropriate time for every activity on earth:
3:2 A time to be born, and a time to die;
a time to plant, and a time to uproot what was
planted;
3:3 A time to kill, and a time to heal;
a time to break down, and a time to build up;
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ࣴѢॠĂ৮ѢॠĄݕၚѢॠĂྮᄄѢॠĄ
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য়ᝊ!
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3:4 A time to weep, and a time to laugh;
a time to mourn, and a time to dance.
3:5 A time to throw away stones, and a time to
gather stones;
a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing;
3:6 A time to search, and a time to give something
up as lost;
a time to keep, and a time to throw away;
3:7 A time to rip, and a time to sew;
a time to keep silent, and a time to speak.
3:8 A time to love, and a time to hate;
a time for war, and a time for peace.

Man is Ignorant of God’s Timing
3:9 What benefit can a worker gain from his toil?
3:10 I have observed the burden
that God has given to people to keep them occupied.
3:11 God has made everything fit beautifully in its
appropriate time,
but he has also placed ignorance in the human heart
so that people cannot discover what God has ordained,
from the beginning to the end of their lives.

Enjoy Life in the Present
3:12 I have concluded that there is nothing better for

people
than to be happy and to enjoy themselves as long as
they live,
3:13 and also that everyone should eat and drink, and
find enjoyment in all his toil,
for it is a gift from God.

God’s Sovereignty
3:14 I also know that whatever God does will endure

forever;
nothing can be added to it, and nothing taken away
from it.
God has made it this way, so that men will fear him.
3:15 Whatever exists now has already been, and
whatever will be has already been;
for God will seek to do again what has occurred in
the past.

The Problem of Injustice and Oppression
3:16 I saw something else on earth:
In the place of justice, there was wickedness,
and in the place of fairness, there was wickedness.
3:17 I thought to myself, “God will judge both the
righteous and the wicked;
for there is an appropriate time for every activity,
and there is a time of judgment for every deed.
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3:18 I also thought to myself, “It is for the sake of

people,
so God can clearly show them that they are like animals.
3:19 For the fate of humans and the fate of animals
are the same:
As one dies, so dies the other; both have the same
breath.
There is no advantage for humans over animals,
for both are fleeting.
3:20 Both go to the same place,
both come from the dust,
and both return to dust.
3:21 Who really knows if the human spirit ascends
upward,
and the animal’s spirit descends into the earth?
3:22 So I perceived there is nothing better than for
people to enjoy their work,
because that is their reward;
for who can show him what the future holds?

ΰౡ!
ʹˮഠᑄ!
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2
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ఱ҂ҕ!
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Ԧ˪ᖻنĂ͞Ќ̜ˬѢ˗Ѕۨ֯ă

Evil Oppression on Earth
4:1 So I again considered all the oppression that con-

tinually occurs on earth.
This is what I saw:
The oppressed were in tears, but no one was comforting them;
no one delivers them from the power of their oppressors.
4:2 So I considered those who are dead and gone
more fortunate than those who are still alive.
4:3 But better than both is the one who has not been
born
and has not seen the evil things that are done on
earth.

Labor Motivated by Envy
4:4 Then I considered all the skillful work that is

done:
Surely it is nothing more than competition between
one man and another.
This also is profitless—like chasing the wind.
4:5 The fool folds his hands and does no work,
so he has nothing to eat but his own flesh.
4:6 Better is one handful with some rest
than two hands full of toil and chasing the wind.

Labor Motivated by Greed
4:7 So I again considered another futile thing on

earth:
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ీ᜕҂ҕ!
13

లቍ҂Ѣഁᇉ͋я˟Ă౻࿄яҀ̘۹৻
ᏓߍͲă

14

హ˟ߎଁႽծ̙ΌּҮͲĄг̙Ăϟ
ּࣦߎలቍă

15

Ԧ͞Ќ̜ˬ˗̶ҕછ˟߾Ăోᐋଁ֣
˞қĂವߎּഅҀͲ͋я˟ă

16

٘ڻா˟ĂವߎѹؕĂй૿
ᇳĄг˟ּޡĂؤͶ̘ಇॅĄహো
ߎۨĂ˴ߎॎࢱă
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4:8 A man who is all alone with no companion,
he has no children nor siblings;
yet there is no end to all his toil,
and he is never satisfied with riches.
He laments, “For whom am I toiling and depriving
myself of pleasure?”
This also is futile and burdensome task!

Labor is Beneficial When Its Rewards Are Shared
4:9 Two people are better than one,
because they can reap more benefit from their labor.
4:10 For if they fall, one will lift up his companion,
but pity the person who falls down and has no one to
help him up.
4:11 Furthermore, if two lie together, they can keep
each other warm,
but how can one person keep warm by himself?
4:12 Although an assailant may overpower one person,
two can withstand him.
Moreover, a three-strand cord is not quickly broken.

Labor Motivated by Prestige-Seeking
4:13 A poor but wise youth is better than an old and

foolish king
who no longer knows how to receive advice.
4:14 For he came out of prison to become king,
even though he had been born poor in what would
become his kingdom.
4:15 I considered all the living who walk on earth,
as well as the second one who would arise in his
place.
4:16 There is no end to all the people nor to the past
generations,
yet future generations will not rejoice in him.
This also is profitless and like chasing the wind.

̢ౡ!
ᐋܭదᙷ!
1

ү !וয়໑ĂࢊᖯດམՍĄЮࠍ݇ܔ
Ă౻࿄ߍ˟ᚤைĂĥٔҮ౻࿄ᚤߍ
˟ைĦĂࣆύ̘ۡྼ٘Үߎೊă

2

үг! য়ࢫ̘݇Ν݁δพ˽Ă˴̘Ν͔ަ
൳֎ĄЮࠍ! য়г͆ˮĂүгвˬĂ٘ͼ
ү֎ᄫࢊှ͋ă

3

֯ઙйĂವ˟ҮူĂ֎ᄫйĂವផΌ
ߍă

Rash Vows
5:1 Be careful what you do when you go to the tem-

ple of God;
draw near to listen rather than to offer a sacrifice like
fools,
for they do not realize that they are doing wrong.
5:2 Do not be rash with your mouth or hasty in your
heart to bring up a matter before God,
for God is in heaven and you are on earth!
Therefore, let your words be few.
5:3 Just as dreams come when there are many cares,
so the rash vow of a fool occurs when there are
many words.

ๆྼ२
4

үЧ! য়దᙷĂᐹᔗ̘ΝᏴػĄЮ̘ಇ
ॅߍ˟Ą٘ͼүదᙷᑔ༉ᐹᔗă

5

үదᙷ̘ᔗĂ̘с̘దă

6

̘ΝІүָ҆˽លϙཊĄ˴̘ΝгைΥ
ĥࣦ͚ҮָۯĦࢫ݇ᄱߎᏽద˝ĄࠍҢָ!
য়Юүᓎࢯ൳ޣĂିᗻү͗٘Үă

7

йူй֎Ă̙йѢ͐ĄүΩࢊຯࠥ!
য়ă

ఱѲ!ڰڕ
8

үࡵг˗࠶̜̙ቍ˟ץഠᑄĂ֬ဲΜ̲
ཌ̲ο֯Ă̘ࢊЮѨྋலĄЮѢ˗қ
࿄ئқᝥ၄ĄгࣆͼˮᔗѢԿ
ă

9

ڵͶвেఌᕨா˟ĄವߎӕͲ˴ץϢв
ֺᑔă

ఱۨ!
10

ఱຐᅘ̃Ă̘Ю૿ᅘ̃ۡ֕Ąఱຐᖲರ
Ă˴̘Ю૿ҿেۡ֕Ąహ˴ߎۨă

11

రێᆦĂಘ˴˟ᆦĄێ૿ࠣᆂে
ఌĂ̘࿄ி࠺҂̎ă

12

౺༧˟Ă̘ٱಘйಘ͋ĂჁ૿ࢵĄರ
֕˟ᖲ႔Ă̘ݑञჁᛆă

ֲ˟ֲܦϟ!
13

Ԧ͞Ќ̜ˬĂѢ˗́؞ଇĂವߎ
᎔фྦĂ̈́ङҊ̍Ą
14 Юው࿂ଇĂహְྦವএໜĄ֣˟ࡵϟ
˝̃Ă͗྅˴˗٘Ѣă
15

16

ާᇸଁϒࡨ֖֓҂ּĂ˴τᇸ֖֓҂
Μ Ą  ٘ ౺ ༧ ૿ ּ  Ă͗ ̙ ̵ ୭ ̘ ਔ ૱
Μă

ּଏԚާᇸĂΜଏԚ˴ާᇸĄహ
˴ߎ˗́؞ଇĄࠍࢱ౺༧Ѣࠣᆂেఌ
ă
17 ֬Ͷ֖гแາ̙ಘ಄ĂйѢೖĂ˪
Ѣ়ଇမইă
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5:4 When you make a vow to God, do not delay in

paying it.
For God takes no pleasure in fools:
Pay what you vow!
5:5 It is better for you not to vow
than to vow and not pay it.
5:6 Do not let your mouth cause you to sin,
and do not tell the priest, “It was a mistake!”
Why make God angry at you
so that he would destroy the work of your hands?”
5:7 Just as there is futility in many dreams,
so also in many words.
Therefore, fear God!

Government Corruption
5:8 If you see the extortion of the poor,
or the perversion of justice and fairness in the government,
do not be astonished by the matter.
For the high official is watched by a higher official,
and there are higher ones over them!
5:9 The produce of the land is seized by all of them,
even the king is served by the fields.

Covetousness
5:10 The one who loves money will never be satis-

fied with money,
he who loves wealth will never be satisfied with his
income.
This also is futile.
5:11 When someone’s prosperity increases, those
who consume it also increase;
so what does its owner gain, except that he gets to
see it with his eyes?
5:12 The sleep of the laborer is pleasant—whether he
eats little or much—
but the wealth of the rich will not allow him to sleep.

Materialism Thwarts Enjoyment of Life
5:13 Here is a misfortune on earth that I have seen:
Wealth hoarded by its owner to his own misery.
5:14 Then that wealth was lost through bad luck;
although he fathered a son, he does not have anything left to give him.
5:15 Just as he came forth from his mother's womb,
naked will he return as he came,
and he will take nothing in his hand that he may
carry away from his toil.
5:16 This is another misfortune:
Just as he came, so will he go.
What did he gain from toiling for the wind?
5:17 Surely, he ate in darkness every day of his life,
and he suffered greatly with sickness and anger.

ๆྼ२
ֲץ౺༧ڌज़!
18

Ԧ٘ࠍඟࠍ࡙Ăವߎ˟г! য়˗
ϟ̃͞ಘ಄Ăֲ͞ץЌ̜ˬ౺༧૿ּ
пఌĄЮࠍహߎ̵ă

19

! য়˟ྦᖲರĂָਔͼಘϠĂਔף
Ҋ̵̍Ăг౺༧̙ಇሃĄహ˛ߎ! য়
ऽă

20

̘йنޤҊ̍˗ϟя͞ĄЮࠍ! য়ᑔ
ָ͔ಇሃă
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Enjoy the Fruit of Your Labor
5:18 I have seen personally what is the only benefi-

cial and appropriate course of action for people:
to eat and drink, and find enjoyment in all their hard
work on earth
during the few days of their life which God has
given them,
for this is their reward.
5:19 To every man to whom God has given wealth,
and possessions,
he has also given him the ability
to eat from them, to receive his reward and to find
enjoyment in his toil;
this is the gift of God.
5:20 For he does not think much about the fleeting
days of his life
because God keeps him preoccupied with the joy he
derives from his activity.

̰ౡ!
˟ϟ!ֲ˟˟ܦ
1

Ԧ͞Ќ̜ˬѢ˗؞ଇĂࢥᑄг˟֖
ˮĄ

2

ವߎ˟ᄊ! য়ྦĂᖲರĂಳၶĂͼ
͔྅٘ᙷ˗ᇸో̘৾ĂΩߎ! য়ָ
 ̘ ਔ ಘ Ϡ Ă̈́ Ѣ β ˟ ּ ಘ Ϡ Ą హ ߎ 
ۨĂ˴ߎଇă

3

˟ࡵϟ˗ѹ࣍̃Ă߾దйᇳĂͼ
яࠣ͞йĂ͔྅૿̘ݑ႔ֲሃĂ˪̘
૿ंཧĄፁԦᄱĂ֣̘וആ҂ཡͦࡨ
ࣅпĄ

4

Юࠍ҂ּĂາາ҂ΜĂШуఛแາዋ
ቴĄ

5

֬Ͷ՞Ѣ࿄͆͞Ă˴୭ۡᛆĄహࡨĂ
֣ͦ˟ࣅֲшाă

6

֣˟ᔴ߾˻яĂВ߾˻яĂֲ̘ݑĂ
ா˟੍̘ోᕨ˗࣍в͝Μᆂă

7

˟౺༧ోࠍ˽ཚĂ͔྅̘֕ۡݑă

8

హ ᇸ ࠺ ּ Ăഁ ᇉ ˟ ͦ  ߍ ˟ Ѣ ࠣ ᆂ  ܛఌ
Ąቍ˟гா˟ࢫ݇ۡྼсҢҕĂѢࠣᆂ
ܛఌă

Not Everyone Enjoys Life
6:1 Here is another misfortune that I have seen on

earth,
and it weighs heavily on people:
6:2 God gives a man riches, property, and wealth
so that he lacks nothing that his heart desires,
yet God does not enable him to enjoy the fruit of his
labor—
instead, someone else enjoys it!
This is fruitless and a grave misfortune.
6:3 Even if a man fathers a hundred children and
lives many years—
even if he lives long, long time, but cannot enjoy his
prosperity—
even if he were to live forever—
I would say, “A stillborn child is better off than
him!”
6:4 Though the stillborn child came into the world
for no reason and departed into darkness,
though its name is shrouded in darkness,
6:5 though it never saw the light of day nor knew
anything,
yet it has more rest than that man—
6:6 if he should live a thousand years twice, yet does
not enjoy his prosperity.
For both of them die!
6:7 All of man’s labor is for nothing more than to fill
his stomach—
yet his appetite is never satisfied!
6:8 So what advantage does a wise man have over a
fool?
And what advantage does a pauper gain by knowing
how to survive?

ๆྼ२
9

ி༖٘࠺Ă͔ͦ྅мຏࣅпĄహ˴ߎ
ۨĂ˴ߎॎࢱă

˟ϟ̜͐!
10

Џ ݇ ٘ Ѣ  Ăќ ̎  ˝ Ш Ą ֬ ۡ ྼ Ң ࠍ
˟Ą˴̘ਔᄂ֣ͦҊ̍˦́ۊ࠸ă

11

Ώ ᆦ  ঘ  ߉ ֯ й Ăహ ᄂ ˟ Ѣ ࠣ ᆂ ে ఌ
ă

12

˟˗ϟ̃͞ޗĂವсᇅག࿄Ąአۡ
ྼࠣᆂᄂѢেĄአਔӗ֖ޡг͞
Ќ̜ˬѢࠣᆂ֯ă
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6:9 It is better to be content with what the eyes can

see
than for one’s heart to always crave more.
This continual longing is futile—like chasing the
wind.

The Futile Way Life Works
6:10 Whatever has happened was foreordained,
and what happens to man was also foreknown.
It is useless for him to argue with God about his fate
because God is more powerful than he is.
6:11 The more man argues with words, the less he
accomplishes.
How does that benefit him?
6:12 For no one knows what is best for a man during
his life—
during the few days of his fleeting life—
for they pass away like a shadow.
Nor can anyone tell him what the future will hold for
him on earth.

˚ౡ!
˟ϟࡳ൹!
1

Ш᜕ૺс࡙п჻ڴĄ˟ѩ̃͞Ă౻࿄
˟ϟ̃͞ă

2

ؿውಈचΜĂૺсؿछሃचΜĂЮࠍ
ѩߎா˟ඔԉĄ߾˟˴τహ֯ٷг͔
ˮă

3

ᇍຒૺсಇ৮ĂЮࠍࢫ૱ຒञτָ͔ಇ
ሃă
ഁᇉ˟͔Ăгውಈ̜चĄߍ˟͔Ă
гԢሃ̜चă

4

ഁ̜ҽ!
5

6

ഁᇉ˟మ౮Ăૺсߍ˟ႆબă

ߍ˟৮ᓎĂпဉᔥˬ፴ਤഋᘔᓎĂ
హ˴ߎۨă

Ӧဨ่ᖫഁᇉ!
7

8

ઘ৵ָഁᇉ˟ណࠍмĄྥྨਔିᗻ˟
ᇉ͔ă
֯ଏԉĂૺс֯ଏᐜĄф͔Ԡ
Ă౻࿄͔ئᝬๅă

Life is Brief and Death is Certain!
7:1 A good reputation is better than precious per-

fume;
likewise, the day of one’s death is better than the day
of one’s birth.
7:2 It is better to go to a funeral
than a feast.
For death is the destiny of every person,
and the living should take this to heart.
7:3 Sorrow is better than laughter,
because sober reflection is good for the heart.
7:4 The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning,
but the heart of fools is in the house of merrymaking.

Frivolous Living Versus Wisdom
7:5 It is better for a man to receive a rebuke from

wise men
than to listen to the song of fools.
7:6 For like the crackling of quick-burning thorns
under a cooking pot,
so is the laughter of the fool.
This kind of folly also is useless.

Human Wisdom Overturned by Adversity
7:7 Surely oppression can turn a wise man into a

fool;
likewise, a bribe corrupts the heart.
7:8 The end of a matter is better than its beginning;
likewise, patience is better than pride.

ๆྼ२
9

ү̘ࢊ͔྅ަᛑೖޣĂЮࠍೖޣфгߍ
˟ᘂ̙ă
10 ̘ࢊᄱĂЏ݇ૺ̃͞࿄с̪̃͞Ăߎ
ࠣᆂበ߆ĄүహᇸમĂ̘ߎΌٹഁᇉă

ഁᇉ!ီػ
11

ഁᇉமຼ֬пĄ҂Ͷ͆͞˟Ă૿ഁ
ᇉԿࠍѢেă
12 Юࠍഁᇉ᜔Ԕ˟Ăпဉᅘ᜔Ԕ˟˗ᇸĄ
ଗഁᇉਔܱАഁᇉ˟ϟĂహವߎۡ
ᙉেఌă

ഁᇉ !ڀয়ბ!
13

үࢊ၄࠺! য়ҮࠍĂЮ! য়ָࠍѠĂ
አਔណࠍ۠ă
14 ࿂ Қ   ̃ ͞ Ă ү ༉ ಇ ሃ Ą ው ଇ ᙰ ͞ 
̃Ăү༉ޤຏĄЮࠍ! য়ָహᇸ֬ДĂ
ࠍߎΧ˟ߣ̘Ό֖ޡѢࠣᆂ֯ă

ಠᑔֻ̜β!
15

Ѣཌ˟ҕཌĂ̈́ໜ˷ĄѢೊ˟ҕೊĂࣅ
ֲီܛĄహోߎԦг̙̜٘͞ޗ࿄
ă

16

̘ࢊҕཌ࿄̵Ą˴̘ࢊ࿄ٹҊూഁᇉĄҢ
τҊ˷ିףă

17

̘ࢊҕೊ࿄̵Ą˴̘ࢊࠍ˟ߍĄҢτ̘
וആ҂ѩă

18

үцహ࣍ࠍ࡙Ą֣࣍˴̘ࢊᗪ͗ĄЮࠍ
ຯࠥ! য়˟ĂτଁహᇸΌּă

Юཌ˟߆ᅭഁᇉ!
19

ഁᇉָѢഁᇉ˟Ăͦܛؠ࣍˨̙ݰԿѢ
ਔ˦ă
20 ॠ ૰ ҕ ඟ ҂ ̘ ϙ ཊ  ཌ ˟ Ă ʹ ˮ ၀ г ՞
Ѣă
21

˟٘ᄱྕ̶˗Ăү̘ࢊٷг͔ˮĂऺَ
үဈ˟ׯүă

22

Юࠍү͔྅ۡྼĂҊ̍˴ഄ၆ѧׯҽ
˟ă
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7:9 Do not let yourself become quickly provoked,
for anger resides in the lap of fools.
7:10 Do not say, “Why were the old days better than
these days?”
for it is not wise to ask that.

Wisdom Can Lengthen One’s Life
7:11 Wisdom, like an inheritance, is a good thing;

it benefits those who see the light of day.

7:12 For wisdom provides protection,

just as money provides protection.
But the advantage of knowledge is this:
Wisdom preserves the life of its owner.

Wisdom Acknowledges God’s Orchestration of Life
7:13 Consider the work of God:
For who can make straight what he has bent?
7:14 In times of prosperity be joyful,
but in times of adversity consider this:
God has made one as well as the other,
so that no one can discover what the future holds.

Exceptions to the Law of Retribution
7:15 During the days of my fleeting life I have seen

both of these things:
Sometimes a righteous man dies prematurely in spite
of his righteousness,
and sometimes a wicked man lives long in spite of
his evil deeds.
7:16 So do not be excessively righteous or excessively wise;
otherwise you might be disappointed.
7:17 Do not be excessively wicked and do not be a
fool;
otherwise you might die before your time.
7:18 It is best to take hold of one warning without
letting go of the other warning;
for the one who fears God will follow both warnings.

Wisdom Needed Because No One is Truly Righteous
7:19 Wisdom gives a wise man more protection
than ten rulers in a city.
7:20 For there is not one truly righteous man on the
earth
who continually does good and never sins.
7:21 Also, do not pay attention to everything that
people say;
otherwise, you might even hear your servant cursing
you.
7:22 For you know in your own heart
that you also have cursed others many times.

ๆྼ२
˟ഁ̜ቍ!
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ԦഄϠഁᇉྎយహ˗̶֯ĄԦᄱĂࢊ૿ഁ
ᇉĂഁᇉݑᗒԦᅇă
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༰̜֯ĂᗒԦࠣᅇĂ҂ͶĂአਔി
ౄă

ʹˮোཌোഁ!
25

ԦᖻنĂ˗͔ࢊۡྼĂࢊҁ၄ĂࢊՏഁ
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Ԧ૿ۡѢඇ્˟ĂͦѩᔗࡳĂߎ͔ყ
ᘱĂ͗ߎᗅᔣĄ˱ᄊ! য়ಇॅ˟Ăτਔ
ླᔕĄѢཊ˟ĂݑఛᜆҜ˝ă

27
28

ๆྼۯᄱĂ࠺ࣸĂ˗˻ն̙̃ĂԦ˗ו
࣍ϑ۠˟ĄҬா̙̂̃Ă՞Ѣ࣍˗וĄ
Ԧహ֯˗˗ͦྴĂࢊՏĂԦ͔̩
ࢊĂݑώഄוă

29

Ԧ٘וĂΩѢ˗ЅĂವߎ! য়ృ˟ࣦ
ߎϑ۠ĂҬࣆΌదйλࢌă
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Human Wisdom is Limited
7:23 I have examined all this by wisdom;
I said, “I am determined to comprehend this”—but it
was beyond my grasp.
7:24 Whatever has happened is beyond human understanding;
it is far deeper than man can fathom.

True Righteousness and Wisdom are Virtually Nonexistent
7:25 I tried to understand, examine, and comprehend
the role of wisdom in the scheme of things,
and to understand the stupidity of wickedness and
the insanity of folly.
7:26 I discovered this:
More bitter than death is the kind of woman who is
like a hunter’s snare;
her heart is like a hunter’s net and her hands are like
prison chains.
The man who pleases God escapes her,
but the sinner is captured by her.
7:27 The Teacher says:
I discovered this while trying to discover the scheme
of things, item by item.
7:28 What I have continually sought, I have not
found;
I have found only one upright man among a thousand,
but I have not found one upright woman among all
of them.
7:29 This alone have I discovered: God made mankind upright,
but they have sought many evil schemes.

ˢౡ!
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༻СĦ

5

Human Government Demonstrates Limitations of
Wisdom
8:1 Who is a wise man? Who knows the solution to a

problem?
A man’s wisdom brightens his appearance, and softens his harsh countenance.
8:2 Obey the king’s command,
because you took an oath before God to be loyal to
him.
8:3 Do not rush out of the king’s presence in haste—
do not delay when the matter is unpleasant,
for he can do whatever he pleases.
8:4 Surely the king’s authority is absolute;
no one can say to him, “What are you doing?”
8:5 Whoever obeys his command will not experience
harm,
and a wise man knows the proper time and procedure.

ๆྼ२
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హ˗̶Ԧో࿄Ą˴͔ߣҁ͞Ќ̜ˬ٘
Ү̶֯˗ĄѢॠహ˟ბᔐ֣˟Ă˟ץ
ङă

ಠᑔ̜̈́ᙊ!
10

Ԧೊ˟ंཧĂᕨˡᆧဩĄ˪ҕϑ۠֯
ĂᗒพཏвĂг̙ݰఛ˟ԝੂĄహ˴ߎ
ۨă

11

Юࠍᕜ؟ཊШĂ̘ϱ߈בЕĂ٘ͼʹ˟႔
͔Үೊă

12

ཊ˟ᔴҮೊѹѧĂࣅֲ˲ܛя͞Ą
҂ԦۡྼĂຯࠥ! য়Ăವߎгࢫ݇
ຯࠥ˟Ă˲τ૿ሃă

13

ೊ˟૿̘ݑሃĂ˴̘૿˲ܛя͞Ąహ
я͞пဉᇅĂЮ̘ຯࠥ! য়ă

14

ʹ ˮ Ѣ ˗ Ѕ  ۨ  ֯ Ăವ ߎ ཌ ˟ ٘ ው ࿂
Ă̈́ೊ˟٘ҕĄ˪Ѣೊ˟٘ው࿂
Ă̈́ཌ˟٘ҕĄԦᄱĂహ˴ߎ
ۨă

˟ϟᔴ̘̲̩ࢊֲ!ץ
15

Ԧವ៘ԢሃĂּࣦ˟г͞Ќ̜ˬĂఁૺ
сಘ಄ԢሃĄЮࠍг͞Ќ̜ˬĂ! য়
˗ϟя͞Ăࢊଁ౺༧̙Ăॠ૰ֲ٘ץ
૿ă

˟ഁ̜Ѣࢧ!
16

Ԧ͔ՏഁᇉĂࢊ࠺ʹˮ٘Ү֯ĄĝѢ
ୌ̘ჁᛆĂ̘ЩிĞ

17

Ԧವ࠺ !ڀয়˗̶ҮࠍĄۡྼ˟ߣ̘Ό
͞Ќ̜ˬ٘Ү֯ĄІጳй͋˦
ߣĂోߣ̘ΌּĄವߎഁᇉ˟ᔴຏۡྼĂ
˴ߎߣ̘Όּă
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8:6 For there is a proper time and procedure for

every matter,
for the oppression of the king is severe upon his victim.
8:7 Surely no one knows the future,
and no one can tell another person what will happen.
8:8 Just as no one has power over the wind to restrain it,
so no one has power over the day of his death.
Just as no one can be discharged during the battle,
so wickedness cannot rescue the wicked.
8:9 While applying my mind to everything that happens in this world, I have seen all this:
Sometimes one man dominates other men to their
harm.

Contradictions to the Law of Retribution
8:10 Not only that, but I have seen the wicked ap-

proaching and entering the temple,
and as they left the holy temple, they boasted in the
city that they had done so.
This also is an enigma.
8:11 When a sentence is not executed at once against
a crime,
the human heart is encouraged to do evil.
8:12 Even though a sinner might commit a hundred
crimes and still live a long time,
yet I know that it will go well with God-fearing people—for they stand in fear before him.
8:13 But it will not go well with the wicked,
nor will they prolong their days like a shadow,
because they do not stand in fear before God.
8:14 Here is another enigma that occurs on earth:
Sometimes there are righteous men who get what the
wicked deserve,
and sometimes there are wicked men who get what
the righteous deserve.
I said, “This also is an enigma.”

Enjoy Life In Spite of Its Injustices
8:15 So I recommend the enjoyment of life,
for there is nothing better on earth for man to do except to eat, drink, and enjoy life.
So joy will accompany him in his toil
during the days of his life which God gives him on
earth.

Limitations of Human Wisdom
8:16 When I tried to gain wisdom
and to observe the activity on earth—
even though it prevents anyone from sleeping day or
night—
8:17 then I discerned all that God has done:
No one really comprehends what happens on earth.
Despite all human efforts to discover it, no one can
ever grasp it.
Even if a wise man claimed that he understood,
he would not really comprehend it.

ๆྼ२
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˜ౡ!
˟Ѣѩ!
1

Ԧహ˗̶֯ٷг͔ˮĂྍҁվĂವۡ
ྼ ཌ ˟  ഁ ᇉ ˟ Ă ֬  ࣆ  Ү ࠍ Ă ో г!
য়̙͗ĄٔߎຐĂٔߎޫĂోгࣆ݇
ࢫĂ˟̘ਔۡྼă

2

˱ᓛוா˟֯Ăోߎ˗ᇸĄཌ˟ೊ
˟Ăోው࿂˗ᇸ֯Ąп˟Ăሑஏ˟̘
ሑஏ˟Ăᚤைᄂ̘ᚤைĂ˴ߎ˗ᇸĄ
п˟сҢĂཊ˟˴сҢĄᄯсҢĂَ
ᄯ˴сҢă

3

г͞Ќ̜ˬ٘ҕ̶֯˗ˮĂѢ˗Ѕ
ଇĂವߎா˟٘ው࿂Ăోߎ˗ᇸĄ֬Ͷ
ʹ˟͔ĂΆ႔˝ೊĄ߾ලॠ͔࣎྅ղ
мĂּޡವᕨѩ˟֣྅Μ˝ă

߾ቍ˟౻࿄ѩ!
4
5

6

ᄂ˗̶߾˟࠸ఽĂ֣˟ᔗѢĄЮࠍ
߾ලےĂͦѩ˝̃Կૺă
߾ල˟ĂۡྼτѩĄѩ˝˟Ă୭٘
ۡĄ˴̘В૿ኪĂࣆШ˟ੂنĄ

ࣆຐĂࣆޫĂࣆӶĂќో
এໜ˝Ąг͞Ќ̜ˬ٘ҕ̶֯˗ˮĂ
ࣆϕ̘ВѢ̵˝ă

˟ϟࡳ൹Կᑔሃബ!
7

үΩბΜᝋᝋಇಇಘүูĄ͔̙Ԣሃ಄
ү੦ĄЮࠍ! য়̎གॅ৻үҮࠍă

8

үҖچ༉ॠ૰ሑϧĄүᐜˮ˴̘ࢊ৾͋
჻ڴă
гү˗ϟۨя͞Ăವߎ! য়үг͞
Ќ̜ˬۨя͞Ă༉Сү٘ຐ،ĂԢ
߾͞ޗĄЮࠍ֣ߎүϟ݇Ăг͞Ќ̜ˬ౺
༧֯ˮ٘૿̵ă

9

10

˱ү͗٘༉Ү֯ĂࢊႼ˦ΜҮĄЮࠍг
ү٘τΜౙภĂ՞Ѣ̌ҮĂ՞ѢᏕვĂ
՞ѢۡᙉĂ˴՞Ѣഁᇉă

Everyone Will Die
9:1 So I reflected on all this, attempting to clear it all

up.
I concluded that the righteous and the wise, as well
as their works, are in the hand of God;
whether he will be loved or hated—
no one knows what lies ahead.
9:2 Everyone shares the same fate—
the righteous and the wicked,
the good and the bad,
the ceremonially clean and unclean,
those who offer sacrifices and those who do not.
What happens to the good person, also happens to
the sinner;
what happens to those who make vows, also happens
to those who are afraid to make vows.
9:3 This is the unfortunate fact about everything that
happens on earth:
the same fate awaits everyone.
In addition to this, the hearts of all people are full of
evil,
and there is folly in their hearts during their lives—
then they die.

Better to Be Poor but Alive than Rich but Dead
9:4 But whoever is among the living has hope;
a live dog is better than a dead lion.
9:5 For the living know that they will die, but the
dead do not know anything;
they have no further reward—and even the memory
of them disappears.
9:6 What they loved, as well as what they hated and
envied, perished long ago,
and they no longer have a part in anything that happens on earth.

Life is Brief, so its Joys Should be Cherished
9:7 Go, eat your food with joy,
and drink your wine with a happy heart,
because God has already approved your works.
9:8 Let your clothes always be white,
and do not spare precious ointment on your head.
9:9 Enjoy life with your beloved wife during all the
days of your fleeting life
that God has given you on earth during all your
fleeting days;
for that is your reward in life and in your burdensome work on earth.
9:10 Whatever you find to do with your hands,
do it with all your might,
because there is neither work nor planning nor
knowledge nor wisdom in the grave,
the place where you will eventually go.

ๆྼ२

ഁᇉ̘ਔܱᅩمᓛ̜֯!
11

12

Ԧ ˪ ᖻ  نĂ ͞ Ќ ̜ ˬ ĂԢ   ώ τ ਔ
ᛎ Ă ˦ ጻ  ώ τ ૿ ౻ Ăഁ ᇉ  ώ τ ૿ ᖎ
ࢳĂ࣯ڀώτ૿ྦĂិλώτ૿ಇ
ॅĄ٘ᓛוா˟Ăߎгͻ༉ॠ຺፞ă

ּࣦ˟˴̘ۡྼҊ̍؟ആĄఛೊყ
Ҝ Ă ౦ ఛ ყ ᘱ ॒ Ҝ Ă ଇ  م ᓛ   וॠ
࣎Ăʹ˟г̙Ă˴ߎсѨă

૰˟̘ץഁᇉ!
13

Ԧ͞Ќ̜ˬѢ˗ᇸഁᇉĂፁԦ࠺˛ߎᇂ
́Ă

14

ವߎѢ˗̇ݰĂ˟̙ᇳඁ͋ĂѢ́ӕ
ͲּԼᑜĂ࣑ᒈᕐĂݰಚӦĄ

15

̙ݰѢ˗࣍లቍഁᇉ˟ĂϠഁᇉଽ˝
֣ݰĂݑ՞Ѣ˟ੂ֣نቍ˟Ą

16

ԦವᄱĂഁᇉ౻࿄˦Ą҂֣లቍ˟
ഁᇉĂఛ˟ᖡේĂ˴ྕ˟ଁă

ഁᇉѢҽٹм̓ཊ!
17

ွΝгшᐕ̜̙ഁᇉ˟֎ᄫĂ̘
ბߍ˟ಃᓎă

18

ഁᇉ౻࿄φҺጠĄҬ˗࣍ཊ˟Ăਔି
ᗻదйඟ֯ă
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Wisdom Cannot Protect against Seemingly Chance
Events
9:11 Again, I observed this on the earth:

the race is not always won by the swiftest,
the battle is not always won by the strongest;
prosperity does not always belong to those who are
the wisest,
wealth does not always belong to those who are the
most discerning,
nor does success always come to those with the most
knowledge—
for time and chance may overcome them all.
9:12 Surely, no one knows his appointed time!
Like fish that are caught in a deadly net, and like
birds that are caught in a snare—
just like them, all people are ensnared at an unfortunate time that falls upon them suddenly.

Most People Are Not Receptive to Wise Counsel
9:13 This is what I also observed about wisdom on

earth,
and it is a great burden to me:
9:14 There was once a small city with a few men in
it,
and a mighty king attacked it, besieging it and building strong siege works against it.
9:15 However, a poor but wise man lived in the city,
and he could have delivered the city by his wisdom,
but no one listened to that poor man.
9:16 So I concluded that wisdom is better than might,
but a poor man’s wisdom is despised; no one ever
listens to his advice.

Wisdom versus Fools, Sin, and Folly
9:17 The words of the wise are heard in quiet,
more than the shouting of a ruler is heard among
fools.
9:18 Wisdom is better than weapons of war,
but one sinner can destroy much that is good.

˨ౡ!
1

ѩᄓᘿĂָҮࢵ჻ڴ൳ΌਘইĄహᇸĂ
˗ᕆߍĂ˴ਔିᗻഁᇉಳၶă

ᝊۯІِਔିᗻഁᇉ!
2

ഁᇉ˟ئ͔ΟĄߍ˟ئ͔μă

3

֬Ͷߍ˟ҕྭĂផΌۡĄ၅ா˟ᄱĂ
ߎߍ˟ă

4

ᝊ͔ۯĂࡵЧү൳ޣĂ̘ࢊᗒพү
ύқĂЮࠍߗਔҹ́࿄ă

10:1 One dead fly makes the perfumer’s ointment

give off a rancid stench,
so a little folly can outweigh much wisdom.

Wisdom Can Be Nullified By the Caprice of Rulers
10:2 A wise man’s good sense protects him,
but a fool’s lack of sense leaves him vulnerable.
10:3 Even when a fool walks along the road he lacks
sense,
and shows everyone what a fool he is.
10:4 If the anger of the ruler flares up against you, do
not resign from your position,
for a calm response can undo great offenses.

ๆྼ२
5
6
7

Ԧ͞Ќ̜ˬĂѢ˗ЅଇĂҫͻΌٹ
ᝊᏽᄰĂ
ವߎߍ˟ϱгқĄರ֕˟Ӱгұқă
Ԧ࿄ဈ˟ᗧĂͲ̃ဉဈ˟гвˮՍ
ҕă

ഁᇉਔᖻОࠍш!
8

ӪĂҊ̍τପг̙ĄٴᒑݮĂ
τࠍఎ٘ݔă

9

៨พĥٔҮॖĦϭᐜĂτץສ๊Ąᆐ
พ͡ᐜĂτውОᐌă

10

ᜟ ጠ ธ ˝ Ăࡵ ̘  ˹ ᎏ Ԣ Ă ವ τ й  ই
˦ĄҬ૿ഁᇉାĂܭѢেఌă

11

ώҕڰఘͼЏĂఎࡵ˟ݔĂޡҕڰఘ˴ߎ
েă

ഁ֎ҕ!
12

ഁᇉ˟˽ĂᄱΌऽ֎Ąߍ˟ᆛĂӋ
ໜҊ̍ă
13  ˽ ̙  ֎ ᄫ Ă  ᐜ ߎ  ߍ Ą  ྕ  Ϗ
ԌĂߎнೊղмă
14  ߍ ˟ й Ѣ ֎ ᄫ Ă ˟  ۡ ̘ ݑ ּ Ѣ ࠣ ᆂ
֯Ą֖֯ޡĂአਔӗă
15

˱ߍ˟Ă౺༧ָҊ̍ӦͺĄЮࠍఽ
ชྼ̘ۡ˴ྭݰă

ӕ̜ᄰ!
16

17

֢ܟĂүބߎࡵͲඅĂүཎ҉ќ
छሃĂүವѢ˝ă
֢ܟĂүߎࡵͲෲ݂̜̃Ăүཎ҉
ॠಘ಄Ăࠍࢊྂ˦Ă̘ࠍ੦ዔĂүವѢ
˝ă

18

Ю˟ᘃĂٖౣˬĄЮ˟͗ᘃĂٖގႌ
႑ă
19 ధᕙეमĂߎࠍಇ৮Ą੦ਔָ˟Ԣ߾Ă
ਔΧ༰֯ᑔ͔ă
20

ү̘ΝׯӕͲĂ˴̘Ν͔ᘂѨنĄгү
̘˴ٖۺΝׯರ͖ĄЮࠍ̙ۨ౦Ăτ
ๆೲహᓎࢯĄѢਁჺĂ˴τᄱహ֯ă
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10:5 I have seen another misfortune on the earth:
it is an error a ruler makes.
10:6 Fools are placed in many positions of authority,
while wealthy men sit in lowly positions.
10:7 I have seen servants on horseback,
and princes walking on foot like servants.

Wisdom is Needed to Avert Dangers in Everyday Life
10:8 One who digs a pit may fall into it,
and one who breaks through a wall may be bitten by
a snake.
10:9 One who quarries stones may be injured by
them;
one who splits logs may be endangered by them.
10:10 If an iron axhead is blunt and a workman does
not sharpen its edge,
he must exert a great deal of effort;
so wisdom has the advantage of giving success.
10:11 If the snake should bite before it is charmed,
the snake charmer is in trouble.

Words and Works of Wise Men and Fools
10:12 The words of a wise man win him favor,

but the words of a fool are self-destructive.

10:13 At the beginning his words are foolish

and at the end his talk is wicked madness,

10:14 yet a fool keeps on babbling.

No one knows what will happen;
who can tell him what will happen in the future?
10:15 The toil of a stupid fool wears him out,
because he does not even know the way to the city.

The Problem with Foolish Rulers
10:16 Woe to you, O land, when your king is child-

ish,
and your princes feast in the morning!
10:17 Blessed are you, O land, when your king is the
son of nobility,
and your princes feast at the proper time—with selfcontrol and not in drunkenness.
10:18 Because of laziness the roof caves in,
and because of idle hands the house leaks.
10:19 Feasts are made for laughter,
and wine makes life merry,
but money is the answer for everything.
10:20 Do not curse a king even in your thoughts,
and do not curse the rich while in your bedroom;
for a bird might report what you are thinking,
or some winged creature might repeat your words.

ๆྼ२
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˨˗ౡ!
ࠍώּۡጫ˦ٹϪ݇!
1
2

༉үᖎࢳᇨгͩࢫĂЮࠍ͞˲τਔ૿
ලă
үࢊ̵ඛ˚˟Ă̵ٔඛˢ˟ĂЮࠍү̘ۡ
ྼּѢࠣᆂլᓛוвˮă

3

าࡵ႔˝ܤĂವτ่ࣅгвˮĄፗࡵЧݐ
ࣅĂٔЧΓࣅĂፗࣅгҢఌĂವфгҢ
ఌă

4

࠺ࢱτ̘ᇨĄาτ̘ћă

5

ࢱଁҢྼּĂᐜгᘂη્˟̙ࡨсҢ
ܛїĂүؤͶ̘૿ۡྼĂహᇸĂҕ༰̜֯!
য়ҮࠍĂүԿ̘૿ۡྼă

6

ќࢊᇨүĂ୍ˮ˴̘ࢊү͗Ă
Юࠍү̘ۡྼ֣˗ᇸ൳ٺĂٔߎќᇨĂ
ٔߎ୍ᇨĂٔߎᇸోпă

˟ϟ߉൹ᑔ૰Ԣሃ!

Ignorance of the Future Demands Diligence in the
Present
11:1 Send your grain overseas,

for after many days you will get a return.

11:2 Divide your merchandise among seven or even

eight investments,
for you do not know what calamity may happen on
earth.
11:3 If the clouds are full of rain, they will empty
themselves on the earth,
and whether a tree falls to the south or to the north,
the tree will lie wherever it falls.
11:4 He who watches the wind will not sow,
and he who observes the clouds will not reap.
11:5 Just as you do not know the path of the wind,
or how the bones form in the womb of a pregnant
woman,
so you do not know the work of God who makes
everything.
11:6 Sow your seed in the morning,
and do not stop working until the evening;
for you do not know which activity will succeed—
whether this one or that one, or whether both will
prosper equally.

Life Should Be Savored Because Death is Imminent

7

Ќύߎַ࡙Ăி͞Ќ˴ߎΝॅă

11:7 Light is sweet,

8

˟߾йяĂವ༉ԢሃйяĄ҂˴༉ຏו
แາ̃͞ĂЮࠍహ̃͞τйĂ٘ࢊּ
ోߎۨă

11:8 So, if a man lives many years, let him rejoice in

and it is pleasant for a person to see the sun.

ຯࠥ! য়ֲ˟ץϟ!
9

10

͋я˟ࣸĂүгπяॠ༉ԢሃĄгπя
̃͞Ăָү͔ᝋၯĂҕү͔٘ᙷҕĂ
࠺үி٘ຐ࠺ĂྼۡࢊݑĂࠍహ˗̶
֯Ă! য়τᆵમүă

٘ͼү༉ଁ͔̙ੴପຒĄଁ҆លҸΜ֡
ೊĄЮࠍ˗ϟพაĂπя̜ॠĂోߎ
ۨă

them all,
but let him remember that the days of darkness will
be many—all that is about to come is obscure.

Enjoy Life to the Fullest under the Fear of God
11:9 Rejoice, young man, while you are young,

and let your heart cheer you in the days of your
youth.
Follow the impulses of your heart and the desires of
your eyes,
but know that God will judge your motives and actions.
11:10 Banish emotional stress from your mind.
and put away pain from your body;
for youth and the prime of life are fleeting.

ๆྼ२
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˨˞ౡ!
ຯࠥ! য়Ю਼ି̘ᅇ!
1

үලяπĂ਼ିؤ̃͞ώּוĂವߎ
ү٘ᄱĂԦ୭ಇሃְ֣я͞ώഄᓛܔ
̜ЏĂ༉ੂنృүĄ

2

̘ࢊඇ͞וᐜĂЌڀĂ͠ܩĂߏĂណࠍ
แາĂޡܤา૽̈́ЯĂ

3

࠺цٖގ൳ᝪĂѢ˦֖إĂମᎏඁ
͋ವͣाĂଁඃ͖ؿβ࠺ڂోາĂ

4

ܜ᙮Ăମᎏᜨᓎຊ̇Ă౦˗ΧĂ
˟ವּĂႆબ̃̂Ă˴ో਼ຊĂ

5

˟َఌĂྭˮѢភຕĂՂፗพ܄Ăకᄙ
їࠍࢥፈĂ˟٘ᙷో˴ᆾପĂЮࠍ˟ᕨ
ϕᅇचĂ͒ಈгˮּؿĂ

6

ᅘᔣԵᕜĂܚឪẴгߴफ़ສᗻĂ
ͩг̠˽Ă

7

ဦ˾̩ᕨٹвĂិ̩ᕨٹិ !য়ă

ඔᄫćๆྼࢥۯϥᗞ!
8

ๆྼۯᄱĂۨۨĂ˱֯ోߎۨă

ޡćๆྼ֎ۯഁᇉ!
9

ВۯĂๆྼۯЮѢഁᇉĂ̩ۡᙉାா
˟Ą˪ᐴຏĂ˪ҁߣĂ˪ᄱదйቑ֎ă

10

ๆྼۯ͔ՏΝಇॅ֎ᄫĂߎጳϑ۠
ᆶྔ၀ྕă
11 ഁᇉ˟֎ᄫĂпဉהഗĄ຺̙̜य֎
ᄫĂ˪ဉ੩ᘥ੩̃Ąోߎ˗࣍٘ۯۍ
ă

ᚌćຯࠥ! য়֬цᄮ!
12

ԦĂᔗѢ˗ᆷĂү༉ץᚌԥĄල२йĂ
՞ѢቍႼĄ२йĂ֖លাࢼă

Fear God Now Because Old Age and Death Come
Quickly
12:1 So remember your Creator in the days of your

youth—
before the difficult days come,
and the years draw near when you will say, “I have
no pleasure in them”;
12:2 before the sun and the light of the moon and the
stars grow dark,
and the clouds disappear after the rain;
12:3 when those who keep watch over the house begin to tremble,
and the virile men begin to stoop over,
and the grinders begin to cease because they grow
few,
and those who look through the windows grow dim,
12:4 and the doors along the street are shut;
when the sound of the grinding mill grows low,
and one is awakened by the sound of a bird,
and all their songs grow faint,
12:5 and they are afraid of heights and the dangers in
the street;
the almond blossoms grow white,
and the grasshopper drags itself along,
and the caper berry shrivels up—
because man goes to his eternal home,
and the mourners go about in the streets—
12:6 before the silver cord is removed,
or the golden bowl is broken,
or the pitcher is shattered at the well,
or the water wheel is broken at the cistern—
12:7 and the dust returns to the earth as it was,
and the life’s breath returns to God who gave it.

Concluding Refrain: Qoheleth Restates His Thesis
12:8 “Absolutely futile!” laments the Teacher,
“All of these things are futile!”

Concluding Epilogue: Qoheleth’s Advice is Wise
12:9 Not only was the Teacher wise,
but he also taught knowledge to the people;
he carefully evaluated and arranged many proverbs.
12:10 The Teacher sought to find delightful words,
and to write accurately truthful sayings.
12:11 The words of the sages are like prods,
and the collected sayings are like firmly fixed nails;
they are given by one shepherd.

Concluding Exhortation: Fear God and Obey His
Commands!
12:12 Be warned, my son, of anything in addition to

them.
There is no end to the making of many books,
and much study is wearisome to the body.
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12:13 Having heard everything, I have reached this

conclusion:
Fear God and keep his commandments,
for this is the whole duty of man.
12:14 For God will evaluate every deed,
including every secret thing, whether good or evil.

